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Autumn carries
more gold in its
pocket than all the
other seasons.
~Jim Bishop
MIECHV

Positive Guidance Through the Ages
By: Tracy Galuski, PhD

Maternal Infant and
Early Childhood
Home Visiting

“Your kids are so well-behaved, you are lucky. I can barely get out of the house some days.”
We’ve all been there - the crawling baby who empties the kitchen cupboards, the toddler who screams his way through the grocery store or the preschooler who
refuses to get dressed in the morning. There are many different ways to react to these situations and when we find ourselves frustrated or reacting in ways that are
too punitive or not effective try reframing from the perspective of positive guidance.
What is positive guidance?
It is when we look at each situation through the lens of child development and guiding children’s behavior. By reframing the situation we can move beyond a reaction and towards a more effective response. Punishment, which is punitive and harsh and doesn't consider children's developmental needs, is replaced with responses which teach children how to modify and control their own behavior as they grow and mature. Rather than expecting an immediate change in your child's
behavior, think about behavior as a developmental process that takes time to master. Let’s consider how positive guidance might look as children grow and learn
over time.
Older Infant
“Every time I turn around she is in a kitchen cupboard! It’s so frustrating!”
Respond by giving infants opportunities to explore in a safe environment: Instead of locking up all of the kitchen cupboards with safety locks, open one and encourage her to explore it. Fill it with plastic storage containers, sealed packages of pasta that rattle when shaken or mixing bowls and spoons. She will quickly grow out
of the “dump and fill” stage. Reframe the situation so that it works for both of you.
Toddler
“He makes me so angry! No matter how much I complain, he splashes in the sink every time he is in the bathroom. Why can’t he just listen?”
Respond by setting limits: As a family, set very clear limits for behaviors that are important to you and reinforce them consistently. Perhaps no drinks are allowed in
the living room or no one jumps off the couch. The specific rules don’t matter, just determine what they are and stick to them.
Respond with redirection: This technique is especially effective with toddlers because it channels their energy into something positive. Instead of just saying, "Don't
splash!" You could say, 'Lets find a better place for you to play with the water." Set aside some dishes for him to wash. Fill up the sink with bubbles, lay out a few
towels and put him to work. Sure, it may take longer to complete your chores, but won’t it be fun to have a helper? The child who keeps jumping off the couch might
need a special place where jumping is allowed.
Preschooler
“My daughter argues about getting dressed every day. I used to pick out an outfit and help her put it on, now she wants to pick out her own clothes and nothing
every matches...”
Your child will gain confidence in making her own decisions within an appropriate framework.
Respond by offering choices: Hold up two pieces of clothing and ask her to select one. It may take some practice, but by offering choices she will learn to select
one and follow through.
Respond with logical consequences: Within reason let your child feel the natural consequences of her actions. This technique allows children the freedom they
need and also allows children to learn from the unintentional consequences of their choices. For example, the child that insists on wearing a pair of pants that are
still too large may spend the morning pulling them up.
Think of other choices you might offer. Encourage her to select which vegetable to prepare for dinner, or which chore to complete before she watches television.
Focus on what’s important and let go of the things that aren’t, such as whether or not the pink pants match the rainbow sweater.
None of these techniques will magically transform your children, but if you treat behavior as a developmental process you may find that a combination of techniques, when consistently applied, will be helpful. Be positive as you guide them to appropriate behaviors. Keep it light. One day you may remember with a smile
the day your daughter wore that silly outfit to the zoo.
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Parents:

9/12

Rache

4 years old

9/12

Jada

3 years old

9/13

Jaughnavaugn

4 years old

9/13

Anjelo

3 years old

9/17

Juniper

1 year old

Please remember to utilize the transportation system if you need it. Remember, it the
rider’s responsibility to call and schedule
their ride before 3pm a day in advance to
when the ride is needed. However, if you
are at the bus stop you may ride the scheduled route.
Call 675-2700 ext. 1030 to schedule a ride
and reference the MIECHV (McV) program.

Encouraging Your Toddler’s Language
(Follow up to How to Help Babies Learn Language)

PBS Parents


Pretend with your toddler. Help your child move beyond the “here and now” in her play with
toys. Help create worlds with words as you play together. For example, if your toddler says
“Truck up!” you might reply “That truck is going way up to the moon!”.



Help your toddler tell a story about a special event. To support your toddler’s emerging storytelling abilities, you might pose questions such as, “And what was on top of your birthday cake?” or
elaborate on what your child says. For example, if your toddler says, “Big doggie!” you might say,
“Yes, Bruno was a very big doggie, wasn’t he?” Supporting your child’s ability to tell stories helps
develop her language skills as well as her appreciation of stories.



Talk about family photos. Talking with your toddler about photographs of family events is a great
source for stories and will stimulate not only his memory, but his language as well. Constructing
photo albums or homemade books about a particular event, such as a child’s birthday, is a wonderful way of being able to revisit special events over and over again.



Give your child words for feelings. This is a great time to introduce specific words that
map onto specific feelings. When your child is frustrated, you can introduce words such
as “mad”, “angry”, and “frustrated”. You can also offer your child specific phrases he
can use to get your help and attention.
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Passenger Safety for Kids: Car Seats
(follow up to Passenger Safety for Babies)
Safekids.org
Engineers are working hard to ensure that cars and car seats are designed to keep kids as safe as possible. But it’s up to every parent to take full advantage of these innovations by making sure car seats and
booster seats are used and installed correctly. Here’s what you need to know to ensure that your most
precious cargo is safe in cars.


For the best protection, keep your child in a rear-facing car seat for as long as possible – until about 2 years old.
You can find the exact height and weight limit on the side or back of your car seat. Kids who ride in rear-facing
seats have the maximum protection for the head, neck and spine.



When your children outgrow a rear-facing seat around age 2, move them to a forward-facing car seat. Keep the
seat in the back and make sure to attach the top tether after you tighten and lock the seat belt or lower attachments. Read labels to know when to unhook the lower attachments and switch to the seat belt.



Kids can remain in some forward-facing car seats until they’re over 65 pounds, depending on the car seat limits.
Check the seat label to find the exact measurements. Discontinue use of the LATCH system when your child
reaches the weight on the car seat label. Not to worry: At that time you will switch to a seat belt to secure the car
seat.



Buy a used car seat only if you know its full crash history. That means you must buy it from someone you know,
not from a thrift store or over the Internet. Once a car seat has been in a crash or is expired or broken, it needs
to be replaced.



We know that when adults wear seat belts, kids wear seat belts. So be a good example and buckle up for every
ride. Be sure everyone in the vehicle buckles up, too.



Never leave your child alone in a car, not even for a minute. While it may be tempting to dash out for a quick
errand, the temperature inside your car can rise 20 degrees and cause heatstroke in the time it takes for you to
run in and out of the store.
Easy Chicken Stroganoff
Ingredients:
2 Tablespoons butter
1 lb. chicken breast, cut in strips
2 cups mushrooms
1 medium onion, chopped
1 can cream of chicken soup
1/2 cup sour cream
4 cups egg noodles
Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cook chicken in 1 Tablespoon butter. Remove.
Cook mushrooms and onions in remaining butter.
Stir in soup and sour cream. Heat until boiling.
Return chicken to the pan. Heat thoroughly.
Serve over noodles.
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We are on the web! http://www.csktdhrd.org/social-services/early-foundations-home-visiting-program

